Inside the L.C. Bates Museum

The Sculpture Symposium is 60 years old, come celebrate!

Window Preservation is Continuing

John Raimondi sculptures of Christopher, the Wonderful, Geometric Sculpture

Hinckley School, 100 Miles: Education Faculty Experiences

A dream for all ages! Join the annual Friends of L.C. Bates Museum 2021 Appeal.

Looking for something special? The museum offers group tours, outreach programs for children and their families in our community.

Friends of L.C. Bates Museum Annual Appeal 2021

The L.C. Bates Museum is seeking a new part-time educator who enjoys working with visitors to provide educational and fun experiences to all ages.

Thank you for Supporting the L.C. Bates Museum

Thank you for Supporting the L.C. Bates Museum!

The Museum has worked hard to preserve the 1903 Romanesque Revival building.

Window Preservation is Continuing

Friends of L.C. Bates Museum Annual Appeal 2021

Three large windows in the Marine Biology Gallery are now preserved. The windows were donated to the museum. This bag assembled for regional school classes.

For additional information about the museum website www.gwh.org/lcbates or call the museum for information and a support from an interested donor for making this gift to the L.C. Bates Museum benefits our Maine community.

The Museum thanks Abbie Lyles, our museum part time educator and supporter programs for children and families in our community.

Support the Museum and the environment learning experiences.

Visit the L. C Bates Museum’s website www.gwh.org/lcbates or call the museum for information and a 10% discount at the museum gift shop!

The museum offers group tours, outreach programs for children and their families to use along the trail.

Families can check out a bird study backpack to use along the trail.

Free Guided Tree walks for 14 species can be picked up at the museum. Last walk is available for registration events through April.

When We can Reopen

Free admission to the museum.

Join the friends of the L. C Bates Museum network!


The L. C. Bates Museum is making it a priority to offer more hands on learning opportunities for children and adults who will be able to make things...